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Advance retail sales surged 0.6% in May, beating market expectations for a 0.4% gain. The May
strength follows an ever-so-slightly revised April figure (from 0.10% to 0.15%) and a March decline that
was less severe then previously thought (-0.3% vs. -0.5%)



Retail sales were just as robust after excluding gasoline purchases (up 0.6%). Excluding autos, retail
sales rose by 0.3% - exactly matching consensus among economists.



Gains were largely broad-based, but led by autos & parts (1.8%), building materials (0.9%), and food
sales (0.7%). Furniture, electronics, and restaurants posted the only sizeable declines on the month –
but the pullback follows solid gains in the previous month for the latter two categories.

Key Implications


The strength in autos was not surprising; the pace of motor vehicle sales rising back above 15 million in
May after a slightly slower April. Strength in building materials was also as expected, as the soaring
housing market continued to inspire building and renovation activity.



After excluding three of the more volatile components (gas, autos, and building materials) the gain was
a still respectable 0.3%. This is an encouraging figure and gives further credence to the idea that the
domestic recovery – while stumbling somewhat in the second quarter – will not succumb to fiscal
tightening. Surging house prices, equity markets, and consequently household wealth – which set a new
record in the first-quarter – have boosted morale. Coupled with a gradually recovering labor market,
consumers continued to spend.



The report comes less than a week before the FOMC meets to discuss monetary policy and will be one
of the major pieces of data considered – with May housing starts and industrial production still on the
docket. Next week’s meeting is highly anticipated, as it will presumably shed some light the future of QE
tapering. We still believe that given little to no inflation in the economy and still-subdued payroll figures,
the FOMC will wait until after Labor Day to slow the pace of purchases.
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